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Which statement is correct?

A Ina command economy firms compete and profit maximise allocating resources efficiently.

B In a command economy resources are privately owned.

C Ina market economy prices are used to signal the value of individual resources.

D Ina market economy resources are allocated by central planners.

Answer C

The diagram shows the cost and revenue curves for a firm.

At which price does allocative efficiency occur?

Answer A

The diagram shows the market for a good that creates a negative externality in production and no
positive externalities. The current level of consumption is OQf.

The government decides to tax producers of the good.

Which size of tax on producers would result in a socially efficient allocation of resources?

A VW B VX C VY D VZ

Answer B

In an economy, no one can be made better off without making someone else worse off.

What does not necessarily follow from this?

A The conditions for allocative efficiency have been met.

B The conditions for productive efficiency have been met.

C The distribution of income is socially acceptable.

D The economy is operating at a point on its production possibility curve.

Answer C

I Efficient resource
I' allocation



The current distribution of goods between two individuals in a two-person economy with given
technology and resources is at point X.

According to the Pareto criterion, which
efficiency?

point would definitely indicate increased allocative

Tariq’s
goods X* *B

O Samir’s goods

Answer B

The concept of allocative efficiency assumes that each individual in society is the best judge of
their own economic welfare.

Which example of government intervention is based on an argument which rejects this assumption?

A pollution controls

B subsidies for merit goods

C the provision of public goods

D the regulation of monopolies

Answer B

What is the purpose of trying to achieve economic efficiency?

A to achieve full employment

B to achieve the cheapest possible price for products

C to ensure resources are not wasted

D to use as many resources as possible

Answer C



The diagram shows the market for a product, the production of which has both external costs and
external benefits.

Answer C

What is the difference between the level of output that would be produced by the market and the
socially optimum level?

A WX B WY C XY D XZ

I
i

I Externalities
I

Assuming there are no externalities, where would a nationalised firm set output to maximise
social welfare?

A where average revenue equals average cost

B where average revenue equals marginal cost

C where marginal revenue equals marginal cost

D where marginal revenue is zero

Answer B

A project has a social cost of $100 million, a private cost of $40 million and an external benefit of
$20 million. Its net social value is zero.

What can be concluded about the project?

A External cost is greater than external benefit.

B Private cost Is greater than external cost.

C Private cost is greater than private benefit.

D Social cost is greater than social benefit.

Answer A

Some multinational oil companies extracting oil in developing countries are now required to repair
the damage they do to the environment.

Which best describes the total costs incurred by the oil companies in such circumstances?

A external costs

B private costs plus external costs

C social costs plus external costs

D social costs plus private costs

Answer B

A government decided to approve a road building scheme because it was socially beneficial. In
making its decision it calculated private costs at $800m, private benefits at $800m and external
costs at $150m.

What must have been true about the external benefits of the scheme?

A External benefits equalled private benefits.

B External benefits exceeded external costs.

C External benefits exceeded $200m.

D There were no external benefits.

Answer B

A proposal for a new power station was rejected by the government because it was not socially
beneficial.

The government calculated that the private costs would be $800 m, private benefits $900 m and
external benefits $300 m.

What must have been true about the external costs of the power station?

A External costs were equal to external benefits.

B External costs were greater than $400 m.

C External costs were less than external benefits.

D There were no external costs.

Answer B



The diagram shows the market for a product, the production of which has both external cos Market failure
I

Answer C

What is the difference between the level of output that would be produced by the market and the
socially optimum level?

A WX B WY C XY D XZ

Assuming there are no externalities, where would a nationalised firm set output to maximise
social welfare?

A where average revenue equals average cost

B where average revenue equals marginal cost

C where marginal revenue equals marginal cost Answer B

D where marginal revenue is zero

A project has a social cost of $100 million, a private cost of $40 million and an external benefit of
$20 million. Its net social value is zero.

What can be concluded about the project?

A External cost is greater than external benefit.

B Private cost is greater than external cost.

C Private cost is greater than private benefit.

D Social cost is greater than social benefit.

Answer A

Some multinational oil companies extracting oil in developing countries are now required to repair
the damage they do to the environment.

Which best describes the total costs incurred by the oil companies in such circumstances?

A external costs

B private costs plus external costs

C social costs plus external costs

D social costs plus private costs

Answer B

A government decided to approve a road building scheme because it was socially beneficial. In
making its decision it calculated private costs at $800m, private benefits at $800m and external
costs at $150m.

What must have been true about the external benefits of the scheme?



A proposal for a new power station was rejected by the government because it was not socially
beneficial.

The government calculated that the private costs would be $800 m, private benefits $900 m and
external benefits $300 m.

What must have been true about the external costs of the power station?

A External costs were equal to external benefits.

B External costs were greater than $400 m.

C External costs were less than external benefits.

D There were no external costs.

Answer B

i
i
i
i

Cost benefit analysis II

A government is considering improving the rail links in its country. It also has to choose one ol
four high-speed routes.

The benefits and costs of each route are shown below.

Which route should be chosen?

private benefits
$bn

external benefits
$bn

private costs
$bn

external costs
$bn

A 14 20 0.4 0.1

B 16 22 1.6 0.4

C 18 12 0.2 1

D 20 18 2 4

Answer B

The government is considering building flood defences along a river. It has calculated the costs
and benefits as follows.

costs
$m

benefits
$m

private 450 260

external 60 190

According to cost-benefit analysis, which decision and reasoning about flood defences is correct?

decision reasoning

A build external benefits are greater than external costs

B build social benefits are greater than private benefits

C do not build private costs are greater than the external benefits

D do not build social costs are greater than the social benefits

Answer D
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Which diagram correctly shows the relationship between the average product (AP) and the
marginal product (MP) of labour, given that the quantities of other factor inputs remain constant?

Answer B

The diagram shows the short-run relationship between the total output of a firm and the quantity
of labour.

What can be concluded about the firm?

A It is experiencing increasing returns to scale.

B It is experiencing constant returns to scale.

C The marginal physical product of capital is constant.

D The marginal physical product of labour eventually diminishes.

Answer D

Company X reduces its number of workers from 250 to 200 and as a result its output decreases
from 5000 to 4800 units per day.

Company Y increases its number of workers from 800 to 1000 and as a result its output
increases from 2000 to 2200 units per day.

What happens to labour productivity of the workers In the two companies?

company X company Y

A falls rises

B rises falls

C rises rises

D falls falls

Answer B



Company X reduces its number of workers from 250 to 200 and as a result its output decreases
from 5000 to 4800 units per day.

Company Y increases its number of workers from 800 to 1000 and as a result its output
increases from 2000 to 2200 units per day.

What happens to labour productivity of the workers in the two companies?

company X company Y

A falls rises

B rises falls

C rises rises

D falls falls

Answer B

In which labour market diagram is the economic rent of workers greatest?

D

Answer C

The government introduces a minimum wage above the equilibrium market wage rate.

How will this affect low-paid workers according to marginal revenue product (MRP) theory?

A All those initially in employment will receive the new guaranteed minimum wage.

B Fewer of those not already in employment will enter the labour force.

C There will be an increase in the number of low-paid workers in employment.

D Some low-paid workers will lose their job.

Answer D



Company X reduces its number of workers from 250 to 200 and as a result its output decreases
from 5000 to 4800 units per day.

Company Y increases its number of workers from 800 to 1000 and as a result its output
increases from 2000 to 2200 units per day.

What happens to labour productivity of the workers in the two companies?

company X company Y

A falls rises

B rises falls

C rises rises

D falls falls

Answer B

In which labour market diagram is the economic rent of workers greatest?

D

Answer C

The government introduces a minimum wage above the equilibrium market wage rate.

How will this affect low-paid workers according to marginal revenue product (MRP) theory?

A All those initially in employment will receive the new guaranteed minimum wage.

B Fewer of those not already in employment will enter the labour force.

C There will be an increase in the number of low-paid workers in employment.

D Some low-paid workers will lose their job.

Answer D



If workers are hired in a perfectly competitive labour market at a wage rate of $50 per day, when
will the labour cost per unit of output be at its lowest?

A 2 workers

B 3 workers

C 4 workers

D 5 workers

Answer B

Over a given period the amount of overtime worked in manufacturing industry increases.

What is likely to be a consequence of this?

A a decrease in employment

B a decrease in the rate of inflation

C a more rapid growth in average earnings than in hourly wage rates

D a more rapid growth in manufacturing output than in productivity

Answer C



Government microeconomic intervention

What is the specific advantage of pollution permits, when compared with an alternative policy of
taxes levied on the quantity of pollutants emitted by firms?

A firms have a financial incentive to reduce pollution

B no monitoring of firm’s emissions is required

C pollution levels can be reduced to zero

D the reduction in the level of pollution is more predictable

Answer D

Which statement about government intervention is correct?

A Government failure may result from policies that have unintended side effects.

B Governments cannot identify the existence of inefficiency.

C Inefficient government policies mean that the market system will be better at resource
allocation.

D Market failure means that government action will necessarily improve the situation.

Answer A

A government regards fresh fruit and vegetables as merit goods, and subsidises agriculture to
boost their production.

What could be a government failure arising from these subsidies?

A cheaper fresh fruit and vegetables

B land clearance reducing wildlife

C lower spending on treating dietary illnesses

D more jobs picking fruit and vegetables

Answer B



Government intervention and failure

What is the specific advantage of pollution permits, when compared with an alternative policy of
taxes levied on the quantity of pollutants emitted by firms?

A firms have a financial incentive to reduce pollution

B no monitoring of firm’s emissions is required

C pollution levels can be reduced to zero

D the reduction in the level of pollution is more predictable

Answer D

Which statement about government intervention is correct?

A Government failure may result from policies that have unintended side effects.

B Governments cannot identify the existence of inefficiency.

C Inefficient government policies mean that the market system will be better at resource
allocation.

D Market failure means that government action will necessarily improve the situation.

Answer A

A government regards fresh fruit and vegetables as merit goods, and subsidises agriculture to
boost their production.

What could be a government failure arising from these subsidies?

A cheaper fresh fruit and vegetables

B land clearance reducing wildlife

C lower spending on treating dietary illnesses

D more jobs picking fruit and vegetables

Answer B



There is a fixed supply of skilled workers in an industry. Firms can no longer find enough workers
to meet their demand for labour.

What could be a solution to the problem?

A Allow wage rates to fall as the market demands.

B Introduce work-sharing and reduce working hours.

C Make offices more attractive by adding air-conditioning.

D Provide more training courses for new recruits.

Answer D

A government is worried about the increasing monopsony power of employers in the wage
bargaining process.

Which policy combination is most likely to improve the wages and employment prospects of
workers?

trade union
powers

immigration
controls

national
minimumwage

A strengthen relax cut

B strengthen strengthen raise

C weaken relax cut

D weaken strengthen raise

Answer B

Which measure is least likely to help a household out of the poverty trap?

A changing a universal benefit to a means-tested benefit

B increasing the threshold at which income tax is paid

C introducing a national minimum wage

D reducing the basic rate of income tax

Answer A



i .
The table shows the average incomes of the richest 20% of households and the poorest 20%
households in the UK (2015-2016), and the effects of government taxation and benefits c
average income.

average income
(£)of

richest 20%

average income
(£) of

poorest 20%

before taxes and benefits 85000 7000

after direct taxes and cash benefits 68000 13000

after all taxes (direct and indirect) and all benefits 63000 17000

What can be concluded from the information in the table?

A The effects of direct taxation have affected the rich less than the poor.

B The government's policy achieved income equality across households.

C The government redistributed all income taken from the rich to the poor.

D The government's policy reduced the income inequality between the poor and the rich.

Answer D

A country has a negative income tax.

The curve NT in the diagram shows the country's initial tax schedule.

A change in the tax rate causes the schedule to shift to NTi.

How will this affect work incentives and the after-tax distribution of income?

work
incentives

distribution
of income

A strengthen more equal

B strengthen less equal

C weaken less equal

D weaken more equal

Answer D

] Distribution of
i income
i
i
i



There is a fixed supply of skilled workers in an industry. Firms can no longer find enough workers
to meet their demand for labour.

What could be a solution to the problem?

A Allow wage rates to fall as the market demands.

B Introduce work-sharing and reduce working hours.

C Make offices more attractive by adding air-conditioning.

D Provide more training courses for new recruits.

Answer D

A government is worried about the increasing monopsony power of employers in the wage
bargaining process.

Which policy combination is most likely to improve the wages and employment prospects of
workers?

trade union
powers

immigration
controls

national
minimumwage

A strengthen relax cut

B strengthen strengthen raise

C weaken relax cut

D weaken strengthen raise

Answer B

Which measure is least likely to help a household out of the poverty trap?

A changing a universal benefit to a means-tested benefit

B increasing the threshold at which income tax is paid

C introducing a national minimum wage

D reducing the basic rate of income tax

Answer A



What does the Kuznets curve represent?

A changes in Income inequality over time

B changes in the Human Development Index over time

C changes in the Multidimensional Poverty Index over time

D the inverse of a Lorenz curve

Answer A

A country has a negative income tax regime.

The curve NT in the diagram shows the country’s initial tax schedule.

A change in the tax rate causes the schedule to shift to NT,.

How will this affect work incentives and the after-tax distribution of income?

work
incentives

distribution
of income

A strengthen less equal

B strengthen more equal

C weaken less equal

D weaken more equal

Answer A
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In country X the government aims to protect jobs.

Which policy is most likely to succeed?

A decrease restrictions on immigrant labour

B decrease subsidies to domestic producers

C increase general tariffs on imports

D remove quotas on imports

Answer C

Government economic advisers disagree over the relative impact of fiscal and monetary controls.

What is most likely to be the first stage at which a time lag will occur?

A in the introduction of the chosen policy

B in the operational effectiveness of the policy

C in the recognition of the existence of the problem

D in the selection of the appropriate policy

Answer D

Which policy pursued by a central bank represents a contractionary monetary policy?

A a reduction in the interest rate at which it will lend to banks

B a reduction in the minimum cash to deposit ratios of banks

C the purchase of foreign currency to influence the country’s exchange rate

D the sale of government bonds in the open market

Answer D

Which policy’s principal aim is to ensure sound public finances?

A environmental policy

B fiscal policy

C monetary policy

D supply-side policy

Answer B



What is most likely to be an appropriate government action to reduce both a balance of payments
current account surplus and the rate of inflation?

A decrease the rate of interest

B devalue the currency

C increase direct taxes

D remove tariffs on imports

Answer D

iWhich combination of policies is most likely to increase output?

fiscal policy monetary policy

A decrease budget deficit decrease interest rates

B decrease budget deficit increase interest rates

C increase budget deficit decrease interest rates

D increase budget deficit increase interest rates

Answer C
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What is most likely to increase in the short run following a rise in an economy’s rate of inflation
caused by a demand-side shock?

A the current account deficit on the balance of payments

B the price of government bonds

C the purchasing power of the currency

D the rate of unemployment

I Inflation
I
I
I

Answer A

An economy adopts an expansionary monetary policy to boost employment. A result of this policy
is that the consumer price index rises at an accelerating rate.

Which curve could represent this?

A Kuznets curve

B Laffer curve

C Lorenz curve

D Phillips curve

In the diagram, OP is the equilibrium level of income and OQ the full employment level of income
in a closed economy.

What is the deflationary gap?

A PQ B RV C TV D UV

Answer D

What is measured on the vertical axis of the Phillips curve?

A the rate of change of real wages

B the rate of change of take-home pay

C the rate of inflation

D the rate of interest

Answer c



What will be the most likely consequence of an increase in the dependency ratio?

A a decrease in GDP per head

B a decrease in labour productivity

C an increase in the labour force

D an increase in unemployment

Answer A

Which statement is correct?

A Economic development is necessary for economic growth.

B Economic growth and economic development are directly proportional.

C Economic growth enables economic development.

D Economic growth is always sustainable.

Answer C

The diagram shows a production possibility curve PPCi. The economy is initially at point X.

If the economy achieves actual economic growth but not potential growth, what would the final
position be?

capital
goods

Answer D



Which change is most likely to increase both economic growth and economic development in the
long run?

A a decrease in the saving ratio

B an increase in investment in human capital

C the depletion of non-renewable resources

D the greater use of compulsory overtime working of labour

Answer B

The diagram shows the annual percentage (%) change in employment and output in the UK
private sector between 2000 and 2012.

employment output

In which year did labour productivity increase the most?

A 2003 B 2007 C 2009 D 2012

Answer A

What has not accompanied global economic growth over the last twenty five years?

A a depletion of non-renewable resources

B decreased international trade

C growing urbanisation

D increased atmospheric pollution

Answer B



What will be the most likely consequence of an increase in the dependency ratio?

A a decrease in GDP per head

B a decrease in labour productivity

C an increase in the labour force

D an increase in unemployment

Answer A

1
i I
i I

[ Economic I

i growth I

I I
I I
I I

I

I



The table shows the annual percentage (%) change in China's GDP and the contribution of some
of its component parts between 2006 and 2012.

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

GDP 12.7 14.2 9.6 9.2 10.4 9.3 7.7

consumption 5.1 5.6 4.2 4.6 4.5 5.2 4.2

investment 5.5 6.0 4.5 8.1 5.5 4.5 3.9

net exports 2.1 2.6 0.9 -3.5 0.4 -0.4 -0.4

What can be concluded about China’s economy between 2006 and 2012?

A China’s current account was in surplus more years than it was in deficit.

B China’s economic rate of growth fell in more years than it rose.

C China’s growth was greater overall in consumer goods than in capital goods.

D China’s standard of living rose at a decreasing rate.

Answer B

The diagram shows a production possibility frontier, PPFv The economy is initially at point X.

If the economy achieves actual economic growth but not potential growth, what would the final
position be?

capital
goods

Answer B



Which statement is correct?

A Economic development is necessary for economic growth.

B Economic growth and economic development are directly proportional.

C Economic growth enables economic development.

D Economic growth is always sustainable.

Answer C

The diagram shows a production possibility curve PPCi. The economy is initially at point X.

If the economy achieves actual economic growth but not potential growth, what would the final
position be?

capital
goods

Answer D

Which change is most likely to increase both economic growth and economic development in the
long run?

A a decrease in the saving ratio

B an increase in investment in human capital

C the depletion of non-renewable resources

D the greater use of compulsory overtime working of labour

Answer B

The diagram shows the annual percentage (%) change in employment and output in the UK
private sector between 2000 and 2012.

employment

In which year did labour productivity increase the most?

A 2003 B 2007 C 2009 D 2012

Answer A

What has not accompanied global economic growth over the last twenty five years?

A a depletion of non-renewable resources

B decreased international trade

C growing urbanisation

D increased atmospheric pollution

Answer B





What is not included in the measurement of national income?

A age-related pensions

B dividends obtained from foreign investments

C housing authorities’ income from rent

D profits distributed to shareholders

I
I

I National income I

; statistics I

I

Answer A

The graphs show the Human Development Index and its component parts for Zimbabwe.

Between 2005-2010, which components of HDI have comparable changes to its overall change?

A education and GNI per capita

B education and life expectancy

C education, GNI per capita and life expectancy

D GNI per capita and life expectancy

Answer B

I

I



The information in the table is taken from a country’s national income accounts.

$ million

consumer expenditure 250

investment expenditure 100

government expenditure 150

exports 100

imports 150

taxes 80

subsidies 40

What is the value of national income at factor cost in $ million?

A 410

B 450

C 500

D 550

Answer A

Which source of income is not included in measuring real GDP?

A pension paid to retired people

B profits made by firms

C rent paid to landlords

D wages paid to nurses

Answer A

Which adjustments to real GNP per head might make it a more reliable indicator when comparing
standards of living in different countries?

A adjustments to allow for differences in the level of government spending in different countries

B adjustments to allow for differences in the rates of inflation in different countries

C adjustments to allow for differences in the size of the hidden economy in different countries

D adjustments to allow for differences in the value of exports from different countries

Answer C

The information in the table is taken from a country’s national income accounts.

$ million

national income 600

consumer spending 400

investment spending 80

government spending on goods and services 100

exports 140

What is the value of imports in S million?

A 100 B 120 C 140 D 240

ECONO Answer B



What would cause estimates of the money value of the ‘Measure of Economic Welfare’ for a
country to be greater than the value of ‘Gross National Product’?

A negative externalities such as pollution

B property income received from abroad

C regrettable necessities

D the value of non-marketed activities and leisure

Answer D

What is most likely to result from foreign direct investment in developing economies?

A a deterioration in the trade balances of developing economies

B a reduction in migration to urban areas in developing economies

C a reduction in the transfer of technology to developing economies

D a rise in per capita levels of consumption in developing economies

Answer D



Classification of countries

Which row shows characteristics of a fast-growing emerging economy?

GDP per head birth rate household
saving ratio

A falling falling rising

B falling rising falling

C rising falling rising

D rising rising falling

Answer C

It has been estimated by the United Nations that the total external debt of developing countries
has been increasing by about $425 billion each year.

What is least likely to have contributed to this?

A disincentives for foreign direct investment through political instability

B increased government subsidies for the development of tourism industries

C withdrawal of multinational companies due to delays in the award of government contracts

D worsening of the terms of trade with partners in developed economies

Answer B

The following are four conditions sometimes attached to IMF loans to developing countries.

Which condition would conflict with the ‘infant industry’ argument?

A the need to allow free trade

B the need to control inflation

C the need to have a contractionary fiscal policy

D the need to privatise government enterprises

Answer A



Workers in poor countries are often less productive than workers using the same technology in
rich countries.

What would be most likely to remedy this situation?

A an increase in the saving ratio in poor countries

B increased freedom of migration from poor countries to rich countries

C increased investment in education in poor countries

D the removal of trade barriers imposed by rich countries on imports from poor countries

Answer C

In 2012 a United Nations report calculated the stock of wealth of 20 countries in terms of human,
natural and produced resources. This was measured as the Inclusive Wealth Index (IWI).

The diagram shows the annual percentage (%) change in the IWI between 1990 and 2008 of the
economies with the fastest and the slowest growth in IWI. It also shows their 2008 GDP per
head ($).

GDP change in inclusive wealth index, 1990-2008

What can be concluded from the diagram?

A A low level of GDP per head meant an inability to build stocks of wealth.

B No country was able to prevent depletion of its natural resources.

C The faster the growth in a country’s IWI the higher was its GDP.

D There was an increase in human resources in all four countries.

key
I I human

natural

produced

f inclusive
wealth index

Answer D

Which combination is usually found in less developed economies?

low high

A capital: output ratio saving ratio

B external debt capital: output ratio

C population growth external debt

D saving ratio population growth

Answer D

What is a common characteristic of developing economies?

A a relatively small agricultural sector

B extensive underemployment

C high saving rates

D stable export earnings



What is a common characteristic of developing economies?

A a relatively small agricultural sector

B extensive underemployment

C high saving rates

D stable export earnings

Answer B

The diagram shows data on various aspects of four countries.

Which country is likely to be least developed?

% of population

average years
of schooling

GDP per capita
(USS PPP)

Answer D



What makes it possible for the increase in real national output to exceed the increase in labo
productivity?

A an increase in employment

B an increase in the inflation rate

C an increase in the money supply

D an increase in total earnings

Answer A

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
1 i1

I Employment I unemployment ;
1 I

What is a cause of seasonal unemployment?

A a general decrease in the demand for goods and services

B a lack of necessary skills in the workforce

C a temporary change in the pattern of consumers' expenditure

D an unwillingness of workers to move to other parts of the country where there is work

Answer C

Which policy is likely to increase unemployment?

A an increase in retraining facilities

B a significant increase in indirect taxes

C the imposition of selective import controls

D an increase in the public sector deficit

Answer B

A government in a developed economy wishes to reduce cyclical unemployment.

Which policy is likely to be most effective?

A decrease government expenditure and increase income tax

B decrease its budget deficit

C increase government expenditure and decrease income tax

D increase its budget surplus

Answer C

i



Which type of unemployment is associated with a deficiency in aggregate demand?

A cyclical

B frictional

C structural

D voluntary

Answer A

Which type of unemployment occurs when aggregate demand is deficient?

A cyclical unemployment

B regional unemployment

C seasonal unemployment

D structural unemployment

Answer A

When would an economic recession result in an increase in a government’s budget deficit?

A The government increases tariffs on imports with inelastic demand and keeps the total
amount it spends on unemployment benefit unchanged.

B The government keeps the unemployment benefit rate and direct and indirect tax rates
unchanged.

C The government reduces foreign aid and widens the tax base.

D The government reduces the unemployment benefit rate and decreases the tax free
allowance on income tax.

Answer B

Which measure is least likely to help a household out of the poverty trap?

A changing a universal benefit to a means-tested benefit

B increasing the threshold at which income tax is paid

C introducing a national minimum wage

D reducing the basic rate of income tax

Answer A



Which row correctly identifies leakages from a country’s circular flow of income?

private sector
(S>l)

public sector
(T>G)

trade sector
(X > M)

A no no yes

B no yes yes

C yes no no

D yes yes no

Answer A

What represents an injection into a country’s circular flow of income?

A corporate taxes

B interest payments on government bonds

C the payment of dividends to foreign shareholders

D the repayment of bank loans

Answer B

i Circular flow of ]
■■i.ncome ■ i

■ i

In a 4-sector economy, consisting of households, firms, government and foreign trade, the level
of national income is in equilibrium where

C + I + G + (X - M) = Y.

What must Y include for an equilibrium to exist?

A C + S + M

B C + S + T

C S + T

D S + T + M

Answer B

Which row correctly identifies net leakages from the circular flow of income?

trade surplus
(exports - imports)

government budget deficit
(government spending - taxes)

private sector surplus
(saving - investment)

A □ □ X

B □ X X

C X □ □

D X X □

Answer D



The multiplier / Accelerator

In a closed economy with no government expenditure and no taxation, the initial incomeug
$5000 million. All savings are carried out by consumers, who save 20% of any additional income
received above $5000 million. Firms plan to invest $1000 million.

What is the value of the multiplier?

A 0.8 B 4 C 5 D 8

Answer C

In an open economy with a government sector, the marginal propensity to import is 0.3, the
marginal propensity to tax is 0.3 and the marginal propensity to save is 0.2.

What is the value of the multiplier?

A 1.25 B 2 C 2.5 D 5

Answer A

In which exchange rate regime would the central bank of a country be best able to pursue an
independent monetary policy to control the rate of inflation?

A a freely floating exchange rate system

B a system where the country's currency has a targeted value in relation to the

US$ C a system where the central bank buys and sells foreign currency at a fixed

rate

D where the country participates in a monetary union with other countries

Answer A

What will increase the multiplier effect of an increase in government spending on national
income?

A an increase in direct taxation

B an increase in interest rates

C an increase in the marginal propensity to consume

D an increase in the marginal propensity to import

Answer C



The table shows the levels of consumption expenditure and savings for given family incomes.

disposable
family income

($)

consumption
expenditure

($)

savings
($)

2000 2150 -150

3000 3100 -100

4000 4000 0

5000 4850 150

6000 5650 350

7000 6380 620

Over the range of disposable income shown, as income rises the marginal propensity to consume

A falls and then rises.

B falls continuously.

C rises and then falls.

D rises continuously.

Answer B

If the marginal propensity to consume in an economy in a given period becomes greater than
unity, this must mean that

A consumers will be spending more than they are earning.

B inflation will be generated in the economy.

C the country will suffer a trade deficit.

D the marginal propensity to save will be negative.

Answer D

What is the basic assumption underlying the accelerator theory?

A Investment depends on the level of business confidence.

B Investment depends on the level of savings.

C Investment depends on the rate of change in consumer demand.

D Investment depends on the rate of change of interest rates.
Answer C



The graph shows a shift in the liquidity preference curves for an economy from LPi to LP2.

I---------------------

! Money

What might have caused this shift?

an increase in
real national income

increased pessimism
about the future
of the economy

A

B

□

□

□

X

C

D

X

X

□

X

Answer A

An increase in which of the following will cause a decrease in investment spending?

A business confidence

B company profits

C interest rates

D national income

Answer C



The diagram shows a liquidity preference curve (LP) representing the demand to hold money i
relation to the rate of interest and the money supply (MS) in an economy. The market is i

If the government increases the money supply, what will be the effect on the interest rate?

A falls below zero

B falls to zero

C increases

D no effect

Answer D

The central bank of a country creates cash to purchase government bonds from the commercial
banks.

What is this called?

A liquidity preference

B quantitative easing

C supply-side policy

D the transmissions mechanism

Answer B

According to Keynesian theory, when will an increase in the money supply leave the level of
output unchanged?

A when the liquidity trap is operative

B when the money supply increase was not anticipated

C when there is a floating exchange rate

D when there is an immediate adjustment to expectations about future price levels

Answer A

What would cause an increase in the transactions demand for money?

A a fall in the price of bonds

B an increase in nominal national income

C an increase in the rate of interest

D an increase in unemployment

Answer A
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The graph shows the total utility (TU) obtained by a consumer from eating biscuits over a period
of one hour.

total utility

• Utility and ■
| marginal utility [
I I
I I

After eating how many biscuits does the consumer’s marginal utility begin to diminish?

A3 B4 C 5 D 6

Answer A

The table shows the total utility gained by a consumer as they consume more apples.

apples
consumed total utility

0 0

1 10

2 18

3 24

4 28

5 30

6 30

At which level of consumption would the marginal utility be zero?

A 1 B 4 C 5 D 6

Answer D

What is it called when a consumer’s marginal utility is greater than the price paid for the good?

A a Giffen good

B an inferior good

C consumer surplus

D producer surplus

Answer C
tCONOMICS!



; Indifference curves and budget lines
I

A consumer has $3 to spend each day on chocolate bars or toffee bars, which all cost $1 each.

The table below shows the units of additional satisfaction she gets from consuming each bar.

1*1 chocolate bar
16

2nd chocolate bar
13

3rd chocolate bar
10

r‘ toffee bar
14

2nd toffee bar
12

3rd toffee bar
9

What should she buy to maximise her total utility?

A 1 chocolate bar and 2 toffee bars

B 2 chocolate bars and 1 toffee bar

C 3 chocolate bars

D 3 toffee bars

Answer B

‘The addition to revenue which results from employing one additional unit of a factor of
production, the quantities of all other factors of production remaining constant’.

What does this define?

A marginal factor cost

B marginal revenue

C marginal revenue product

D the law of diminishing returns

Answer C



The diagram shows budget lines for normal goods X and Y.

What could cause a budget line to shift from PQ to PR?

price of X price of Y
level of

consumer
incomes

A fall rise fall

B no change rise no change

C rise no change no change

D rise no change rise

Answer C

A consumer spends all of their income on two goods, Y and X, and is at position E. The price of X
falls and the price of Y remains constant.

The graph shows indifference curves and budget lines which are used to determine the price,
income and substitution effects that are related to this price change.

Which distance gives the income effect of this price change?

A X1X2 B X1X4 C X2X4 D XsXe

Answer C



The graph shows the total utility (TU) obtained by a consumer from eating biscuits over a period
of one hour.

1

After eating how many biscuits does the consumer’s marginal utility begin to diminish?

A3 B4 C 5 D6

Answer A

The table shows the total utility gained by a consumer as they consume more apples.

apples
consumed total utility

0 0

1 10

2 18

3 24

4 28

5 30

6 30

At which level of consumption would the marginal utility be zero?

A 1 B 4 C 5 D 6

Answer D

What is it called when a consumer’s marginal utility is greater than the price paid for the good?

A a Giffen good

B an inferior good

C consumer surplus

D producer surplus

Answer C



What defines average variable cost?

A total cost divided by the quantity of the variable factor employed i Cost, revenue and ■
I

B total variable cost divided by the quantity of the variable factor employed

C total variable cost divided by the output produced

D the addition to total variable cost by producing one more unit of output

Answer C

A firm has total production cost of $200000. Its average fixed cost is $120 and its average
variable cost is $80.

What are the firm’s total fixed costs?

A $12000 B $40000 C $80000 D $120000

Answer D

The diagram shows the marginal cost (MC), average variable cost (AVC) and average total cost
(ATC) curves of a profit maximising firm in a perfectly competitive market.

Which market price would mean the firm would operate in the short run but not in the long run?

A P! B P2 C P3 D P4

Answer B

The diagram shows the average fixed cost (AFC), average variable cost (AVC) and average total
cost (ATC) curves faced by three firms X, Y and Z. Dx, Dy and Dz are the three respective
demand curves. All three firms seek to make a profit.

Which statement is not correct?

A Firm X will choose not to produce at all.

B Firm Y is likely to operate in the long run but not in the short run.

C Firm Y is likely to operate in the short run but not in the long run.

D Firm Z will operate in both the short run and the long run.

Answer B

i profit ;
I

I



A firm has the choice between five levels of output. The table shows the total cost and total
revenue of producing at each output level. The firm could sell whatever output it produces.

output
(units)

total cost
($)

total revenue
($)

1000 8000 10000

2000 12000 18000

3000 19000 24000

4000 23000 28000

5000 25000 25000

The firm decides to produce 4000 units.

What is the firm’s aim?

A to maximise profit

B to maximise sales

C to maximise revenue

D to minimise average costs

Answer A

A firm estimates that, all else remaining unchanged, an increase in its output will result in a fall in
its revenue.

What can be concluded from this?

A The demand for the firm’s product is price-elastic.

B The demand for the firm’s product is price-inelastic.

C The supply of the firm’s product is price-elastic.

D The supply of the firm’s product is price-inelastic.

Answer B

In the diagram, a firm increases its output from OY to OZ.

Which statement about the effect on economic efficiency is correct?

A It will increase because a greater quantity will be produced and higher total revenue will be
earned.

B It will increase because the value that consumers place on the product comes closer to the
cost of producing the last unit.

C It will decline because both average and marginal revenue will fall.

D It will decline because both total and marginal cost will rise.

Answer B



Which assumption is made in calculating a firm’s short-run production function?

A All factors of production are fixed.

B All factors of production are variable.

C The state of technology is fixed.

D The state of technology is variable.

Answer C

In the diagram, TC is a firm’s short-run total cost curve.

Which statement is correct?

A Average total cost is minimised at output OQ?.

B Average variable cost is minimised at output OQb

C Average variable cost is minimised at output OQ3.

D Marginal cost is minimised at output OQ2.

Answer D

The table shows the total cost of a firm.

output total cost
$

0 40

1 55

2 60

3 65

4 80

What is the average variable cost of producing 4 units of output?

A $10 B $15 C $20 D $40

Answer A



Firms and industries
What cannot be changed in the short run?

A the level of stock held by firms

B the level of technology available

C the market price of goods

D the output of individual firms in an industry

Answer B

What is a characteristic of monopolistic competition?

A abnormal profits in the long run

B advertising supporting product differentiation

C all firms charge the same price

D barriers to entry are high

Answer B

What action by a firm is most likely to raise its dynamic efficiency?

A distributing all its current profit to its existing shareholders

B maximising the labour productivity of its current workers

C minimising the average cost of producing its current output

D retaining its current profit for product research and development

Answer D



The market structure of an industry changed from being an oligopoly to monopolistic competition.

What is most likely to have increased?

A an individual firm's ability to influence the market price

B an individual firm's degree of interdependence in the market

C the concentration ratio in the market

D the number of firms in the market

Answer D

In which type of market structure are commercial banks usually found?

A perfect competition, because they all link their interest rates to that of the central bank

B perfect competition, because they offer identical products and services

C monopolistic competition, because a competitive market prevents them making excess
profits

D oligopoly, because they are affected by the actions of other banks

Answer D

i I
i I

IMarket structures I
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What is a condition for operating a successful cartel?

A a large number of firms in the industry

B each firm has a differentiated product

C low barriers of entry to the industry

D strictly enforced production quotas

Answer D

! Oligopoly firms ]
■ i
■ i
■ i
■ i
i

Which statement about the ‘kinked demand curve’ model of oligopoly is incorrect?

A The kink in the demand curve of each firm is based on expectations about other firms’
responses to changes in its price.

B The marginal revenue curve of the firm has a vertical segment at the market price.

C The model explains how the equilibrium market price is determined.

D The model suggests price stickiness within a certain range of marginal costs.

Answer C

The diagram shows the average and marginal revenue curves of an oligopolistic firm. OQ is the
profit-maximising output.

Which curve could be the firm’s marginal cost curve?

Answer C



The diagram shows the cost and revenue curves of a firm.

What does the diagram represent?

A a firm in monopolistic competition making normal profit

B a firm in monopolistic competition making short-term losses

C a firm in perfect competition at long-run equilibrium

D a monopoly making abnormal profits

i
i i
i i
i ii i

; Monopolistic i

I

Competition i

i
I i
I i
I i
I i

J

Answer A

What is most likely to be found when comparing the long-run equilibrium outcome in monopolistic
competition with that in perfect competition?

A a greater degree of excess capacity in monopolistic competition

B a higher level of profit in monopolistic competition

C a larger number of firms in monopolistic competition

D a more price-elastic demand curve in monopolistic competition

Answer A

i

i



A monopoly firm makes only normal profit in the long run.

What is most likely to explain this?

A The firm has decreasing long-run average costs.

B The firm is a public company with numerous shareholders.

C The firm is owned by a small number of financial institutions.

D The market in this industry is highly contestable.

Answer D

i
i
i
i

Monopoly firms
I
I
I

A monopolist changes its objective from profit maximisation to sales revenue maximisation.

cost,
revenue

On the diagram, which areas represent the monopolist’s total profit?

original profit final profit

A

B

PIHJP2

P1HJP2

P2KLF

JKLG

C P1HGF P?KLF

D P1HGF JKLG

Answer C

A firm wishes to eliminate competition and become a monopoly.

What should it do?

A maximise output

B maximise profit

C reduce prices

D reduce the number of its suppliers

Answer C
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i Contestable markets !
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I I
I I
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Which assumption is essential for a market to be contestable?

A The market is supplied by a large number of firms.

B Firms are free to enter and leave the market.

C Firms cannot earn abnormal profits in the short run.

D Firms produce differentiated goods.

Answer B

The organisers of a major sporting event produce official souvenir products. Cheaper unofficial
souvenirs are also produced by street traders who sell them to people walking to the event.

Of what is this an example?

A a contestable market

B perfect competition

C price discrimination

D price leadership

Answer A

Which condition must apply before a market can be regarded as perfectly contestable?

A All firms in the industry are price-takers.

B All firms in the industry produce an identical product.

C There are a large number of firms in the industry.

D There are zero costs of entry to, and exit from, the industry.

Answer D



What would be the change in price if this monopolist changed from profit maximisation to revenue
maximisation?

A R to S B RtoT C UtoS D U toT

Answer A

The goal of firm X is to make a minimum acceptable level of profit.

What does this describe?

A profit maximisation

B profit satisficing

C revenuemaximisation

D sales maximisation

Answer B

What represents the transfer earnings of the factor enterprise?

A excess profit

B normal profit

C return on capital

D start-up costs

Answer B

What is generally associated with the principal-agent problem?

A Directors prefer company growth to greater shareholder dividends.

B Managers ignore workers’ concerns about safety in the workplace.

C Shareholders determine the price of products.

D Workers go on strike against managers’ reorganisation plans.

Answer A
I0MICS!

Which is a risk-bearing economy of scale?

A qreater barqaininq power in purchasinq from suppliers
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; Sizeof firms !
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When a firm increases all its inputs fourfold, its output increases threefold.

What does this illustrate?

A decreasing marginal costs

B decreasing returns to scale

C economies of scale

D the law of diminishing returns

Answer B

What is one of the long-term benefits to a firm of vertical integration?

A a concentration on activities in which the firm has a comparative advantage

B a reduction in the total costs involved in agreeing contracts with other firms

C an increase in the firm’s market share

D improvements in efficiency resulting from increased use of market incentives

Answer B

What is likely to have its cause in the separation of ownership and control in a firm?

A contestable markets

B diseconomies of scale

C principal-agent problem

D prisoner’s dilemma

Answer C



Which is a risk-bearing economy of scale?

A greater bargaining power in purchasing from suppliers

B greater diversification of the product range

C lower costs in raising capital

D lower distribution costs by increasing market share

Answer B

In many developed economies, clothes are designed by small firms and retailed by large firms.

What is the most likely explanation for this pattern?

clothes design firms clothes retail firms

A

B

c

D

need to be flexible to cope
with frequent fashion changes

need to employ highly
specialised and skilled workers

need to operate at a high
minimum efficient scale

need to overcome high
barriers to entry into the industry

need to exploit marketing
economies of scale

need to operate at a low
minimum efficient scale

need to offer a wide range
of products to survive

need to take advantage of
technical economies of scale

Answer A
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